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Thanked 934 Times in 345 Posts

Mar 10 2011

Southwest Norway

46

527

Offline

2,433

noxon

Senior Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by andywight  

You really seem to have a challenge getting your facts right here.

I was never been put on a "Miserable user" list anywhere else! and as I explained earlier, the beauty of this software is it's "deniability"

then there is ...
reasonability , friend .

You are caught up in your own mind now
- or so it seems to me .

Be Well , Andy .

nm
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The Following User Says Thank You to noxon For This Useful Post:

abberline (8th February 2012)
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Thanked 1,308 Times in 480 Posts

Apr 5 2011

Bahamas

729

Offline

1,287

andywight

Former Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by reaver 

Andy, Chicodoodoo recognized he made a mistake at page #2. From what I gather he's not even supporting you at this point. At this point it seems to me that you only want members to say "Yes, Andy. We agree in a 100%
with you".

Chico issued a challenge to the general membership and if he got gang banged... well he kind of asked for it, don't you think?.

You also need to go back and read my original post concerning this matter and no!

---------- Post added at 22:41 ---------- Previous post was at 22:38 ----------

 Originally Posted by noxon 

then there is ...
reasonability , friend .

You are caught up in your own mind now
- or so it seems to me .

Be Well , Andy .

nm
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Thanked 2,761 Times in 608 Posts

Mar 2 2011

Florida

48

736

Offline

1,429

Charles

Senior Moderator
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by andywight  

You really seem to have a challenge getting your facts right here.

I was never been put on a "Miserable user" list anywhere else! and as I explained earlier, the beauty of this software is it's "deniability"

My mistake then, I remember someone telling me they were. Apologies then. See how easy that is?

The eye sees only what the mind is prepared to comprehend.
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Thanked 6,033 Times in 1,048 Posts

Feb 23 2011

Canada

49

1,320

Offline

747

Richard

Canadian Pleiadian

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by andywight  

 Originally Posted by Richard

Hmmm, reminds me of someone else who wanted to "sit back and watch" his little experiment on this community about a year ago or so...

knowing how that went for him, i pretty much know what you can expect too.

bonne chance.

You posted this in Chico's "Mirror, Mirror" thread, I posted this question quoting your post, unfortunately Celine closed this thread before you were able to respond to me!

Originally Posted by andywight
Hi Richard,

I don't fully understand your post here, could you please explain it to me with the cryptic turned down a little.
Can you address this now? or are these thinly vailed threats to members what "makes u feel good"?

 Originally Posted by noxon 

its about Bill (Ryan) , andy .

Hugh Martin <chicodoodoo@gmail.com>

Fwd: pg 8 last
eric billig <ebillig@hotmail.com> Tue, Apr 10, 2012 at 1:12 PM
To: chic <chicodoodoo@gmail.com>

Begin forwarded message:

From: eric billig <ebillig@hotmail.com>
Date: April 10, 2012 1:34:39 PM EDT
To: andy wight <andywight@gmail.com>
Subject: pg 8 last

Nexus, we have a problem.

Gmail - Fwd: pg 8 last 3/15/2013

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=411db1dad1&view=lg&msg=1369de40c4461417 1 / 6
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you know the history , why
make it so difficult ?

be well

nm

Thanx nox, 'bout it yep.
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The Following 2 Users Say Thank You to Richard For This Useful Post:

Céline (7th February 2012), noxon (7th February 2012)
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Thanked 272 Times in 91 Posts

Mar 2 2011

27

145

Offline

261

silentghost

Senior Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

so you guys went through every other site now you turn on your own 

all you wanted was to see the light
With the hope it blinded you
From the ashes of what's left behind
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The Following User Says Thank You to silentghost For This Useful Post:

abberline (8th February 2012)
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Thanked 934 Times in 345 Posts

Mar 10 2011

Southwest Norway

46

527

Offline

2,433

noxon

Senior Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

..
-

(to thread title)
NEXUS , we have a POTENTIAL , here .

..
-

( lots of energy in conflict ..).

nm
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The Following User Says Thank You to noxon For This Useful Post:

Gardener (8th February 2012)
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Thanked 183 Times in 108 Posts

Nov 10 2011
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51

truthunter

Former Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Akhenaten 

Big Picture Screen Shot - because the objectives of the PTB are to take down the internet and especially any developing communities, does not dissention further these objectives? Regardless of the 'principles' argued, is not the
enemy's prime objective served by all this bickering?

How about a compromise?

How about an agreement 'holding each other harmless' for the sake of the common good, pursuing bloody details if need be in private conversations with those directly involved, and MOVING ON FOR CHRIST'S SAKE?

If this sort if egotistical posturing continues I can only conclude that this is yet another one of the designed 'stress tests' our overlords and masters have decided to subject us to - 

We need to OPT OUT. Do not give them the satisfaction of public bickering. What precisely, 'principle' is being argued here so vociferously in public that is so god-damned important to our survival anyway? I just don't see it.

Does everything have to be about overlords and masters? Truth be told, I wonder if they are really worried at all when they see folks taking each other out. Here it seems to be mentally, but eventually it
will be physically too. EVERYTHING of conflict is IMPORTANT to survival. Haven't you ever been divorced? If nothing else, we learn what we can expect out of humanity on here, and that is a very valuable
thing to get down. 

It seems what Andy is doing is trying to "survive" in what he has learned to consider as a "hostile" environment. He feels he is right. Chico does as well. I am sure their desire to post is growing dim.

Last edited by truthunter; 8th February 2012 at 08:49. Reason: Change wording
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Thanked 923 Times in 308 Posts

Mar 4 2011

On a Northern Hillside

367

Offline

4,288

Gardener

Senior Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

Not another 
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The Following User Says Thank You to Gardener For This Useful Post:

abberline (8th February 2012)

8th February 2012, 03:00 #184

Join Date

Location

Mar 9 2011

Colorado

Chicodoodoo

Former Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by knapsack 

Gmail - Fwd: pg 8 last 3/15/2013
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Thanked 5,479 Times in 1,490 Posts

57

1,689

Offline

3,321

 Originally Posted by knapsack 

As to why you could log in when most others couldn't (The site was down for me as well; I never saw any of those screens, the web server itself was down), it is possible your ISP was serving you pages from its cache, or your
browser was showing you pages from its cache.

Thank you, knapsack. Yours is very helpful information.

It's important to note that Andy and I ran our log-in experiments (and this time, they were indeed experiments) after the server was restarted following the failure. This was maybe a couple of hours after
the system initially went down. At that time, the server had been up for a while (from what I hear, the server was only down for 20 minutes or so), so I don't believe anything was failing. As far as I could
tell, the Nexus site was working normally for me, using my log-in ID and password. This was not the case using Andy's log-in ID and password, for either me or Andy.
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8th February 2012, 03:13 #185
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Thanked 5,479 Times in 1,490 Posts

Mar 9 2011

Colorado

57

1,689

Offline

3,321

Chicodoodoo

Former Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Akhenaten 

because the objectives of the PTB are to take down the internet and especially any developing communities, does not dissention further these objectives?

Not necessarily, just as lack of dissension is not going to defeat the PTB.

How about an agreement 'holding each other harmless' for the sake of the common good, pursuing bloody details if need be in private conversations with those directly involved, and MOVING ON FOR CHRIST'S SAKE?

I don't see a need for private conversations when potentially everyone could be affected by this problem. May I remind you that if you don't want to see this discussion, read other threads.

We need to OPT OUT. Do not give them the satisfaction of public bickering. What precisely, 'principle' is being argued here so vociferously in public that is so god-damned important to our survival anyway? I just don't see it.

We are trying to satisfy the quest for truth here, Akh, not the PTB. I am not interested in "opting out" of that principle.
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8th February 2012, 04:07 #186
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Thanked 5,479 Times in 1,490 Posts

Mar 9 2011

Colorado

57

1,689

Offline

3,321

Chicodoodoo

Former Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Richard 

The database errors started at 00:57 and persisted until i got back on and saw the problem around 01:30 they was causing variety of problems to users connnecting here as well as the front page which uses a totally different
database (ya, im still tryin to figure that one out)

This is important information that Richard has presented here. The system was running with a corrupt vbguest table for some time after the server was restarted. That is a potential source of trouble,
depending on the contents of the vbguest table, how the data is used, and the particulars of the corruption. This is a valid candidate for the troubles associated with Andy's log-in that probably occurred
during the time period before the table was repaired. There is the potential that the resulting errors could indeed be log-in specific. That means it could very well explain the problem without invoking the
existence of the MU mod.

I find that to be a satisfactory explanation. That means I could very well have connected the dots incorrectly, as I stated in my post apologizing for my error.

I am once again reminded of the theme in this thread, which all of us are guilty of.

Last edited by Chicodoodoo; 8th February 2012 at 04:18.
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Thanked 1,308 Times in 480 Posts

Apr 5 2011

Bahamas

729

Offline

1,287

andywight

Former Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by silentghost  

so you guys went through every other site now you turn on your own 

Mark,

I had hoped you had gotten over your "man crush" for me by now, seems not! so would you like me to quote some of your posts from Atticus1, so I could show everyone here your true character?
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8th February 2012, 07:55 #188
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Thanks

Thanked 118 Times in 29 Posts

Jun 9 2011

32

Offline

57

jasonzwsa

Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

Everyday more bloody arguments.
From my point of view this Sh it has become too personal :

There are a handful of you who see to continue with personal vendettas please stop it it's getting pathetic.

Reply   Reply With Quote     TopThanks            

The Following 14 Users Say Thank You to jasonzwsa For This Useful Post:

Anchor (8th February 2012), Céline (8th February 2012), Fred Steeves (8th February 2012), Gardener (8th February 2012), Going by (8th February 2012), InCiDeR (8th February 2012), Nazirite (8th February 2012), pillaroflight (9th
February 2012), Richard (8th February 2012), Ross (8th February 2012), sandy (8th February 2012), Unified Serenity (8th February 2012), VajraYaya (8th February 2012), winnasboy (8th February 2012)

8th February 2012, 10:18 #189

Join Date

Posts

Status

Thanks

Thanked 7,709 Times in 2,560 Posts

Mar 2 2011

3,524

Online

4,122

Céline

Senior Nexian 
Social Media Rep

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Chicodoodoo 

That means I could very well have connected the dots incorrectly, as I stated in my post apologizing for my error.

didnt you retract that retraction?

arent you now retracting the retraction to the retraction ?

---------- Post added at 09:18 ---------- Previous post was at 09:17 ----------

 Originally Posted by jasonzwsa 

There are a handful of you who see to continue with personal vendettas please stop it it's getting pathetic.

Thank you... i am trying very hard to disengage.. but i am weak..and they know it

This is my voice
There are many like it
but this one is mine

Gmail - Fwd: pg 8 last 3/15/2013
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The Following 4 Users Say Thank You to Céline For This Useful Post:

Gardener (8th February 2012), jasonzwsa (9th February 2012), lightblue (8th February 2012), Nazirite (8th February 2012)

8th February 2012, 11:41 #190

Join Date

Age

Posts

Status

Thanks

Thanked 786 Times in 374 Posts

Feb 5 2012

59

523

Offline

2,302

alienHunter

Senior Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

Not that this thread is any of my business, but it has been going long enough this is the only current thread left for me to insert an 'idea'.

I've read recently that the nature of our existence (enlightened or otherwise) is one of an 'oscillating energy wave'. The translation is that both negative and positive energy fields constantly pass through
the nexus called 'us'. The objective of evolutionary advancement is to harness and 'polarize' those energies so one is attracted to the positive pole. If one loses perspective then one tends to regress to the
negative falling prey to all the historical baggage that we as 3-dimensional creatures are so susceptible. To overcome is to reawaken our psychic anatomy and to realign (polarize) in the positive direction.
The caveat is that we are only 3-D regardless of the level of polarization and as such will inevitably have periods of regression, so just get over it. To expect perfection invites disappointment...been there,
done that many times.
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The Following 3 Users Say Thank You to alienHunter For This Useful Post:

Akhenaten (9th February 2012), Chicodoodoo (8th February 2012), sandy (8th February 2012)
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Join Date

Age

Posts

Status

Thanks

Thanked 1,467 Times in 449 Posts

May 14 2011

44

589

Offline

847

Dreamwalker

Senior Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

Nexus we have a problem.......

no we don,t......
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8th February 2012, 19:08 #192

Join Date

Location

Posts

Status

Thanks

Thanked 4,156 Times in 1,401 Posts

Apr 30 2011

somewhere between 3
and 4D

1,757

Offline

2,464

Akhenaten

Prolific Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

If creating dissension and smashing www communities is the primary goal of the usual suspects I am sure they are pleased with this little exercise in 'truth-hunting'.........

I have to say I am pretty disgusted.
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8th February 2012, 22:09 #193

Join Date

Posts

Status

Thanks

Thanked 330 Times in 146 Posts

Jun 6 2011

223

Offline

185

Pintorider

Senior Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

Magamud, It's just a forum and those who do the work get to make the decisions. I ran a very high wire and emotional ex-cult peer forum for over two years and damn well know the toll and the extra work
people like you impose upon the already overburdened forum workers. I used to call myself "forum janitor." You get to do all the work, get all the criticism and emotional crap people want to throw at you for
whatever you do.
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The Following 4 Users Say Thank You to Pintorider For This Useful Post:

alienHunter (9th February 2012), Dorok (9th February 2012), Khaleesi (8th February 2012), Unified Serenity (8th February 2012)

8th February 2012, 22:25 #194

Join Date

Location

Posts

Status

Thanks

Thanked 2,432 Times in 826 Posts

May 9 2011

montreal

1,057

Offline

1,844

Going by

Prolific Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

pretty disgusted here too. There is, in my book,not many excuses for the behavior of some member here.

Reasons: extremely huge egos caught in divas scenarios and behavior of children.

Crazy enough!!
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The Following 2 Users Say Thank You to Going by For This Useful Post:

Akhenaten (9th February 2012), Nazirite (9th February 2012)

9th February 2012, 11:14 #195

Join Date

Posts

Status

Thanks

Thanked 118 Times in 29 Posts

Jun 9 2011

32

Offline

57

jasonzwsa

Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Céline 

Thank you... i am trying very hard to disengage.. but i am weak..and they know it

Thank-you for your strength in honesty
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The Following User Says Thank You to jasonzwsa For This Useful Post:

Céline (9th February 2012)

9th February 2012, 17:24 #196

Join Date

Location

Posts

Status

Thanks

Thanked 4,156 Times in 1,401 Posts

Apr 30 2011

somewhere between 3
and 4D

1,757

Offline

2,464

Akhenaten

Prolific Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

It would sure be helpful if there were some lessons to be gleaned from this dust-up that we could all use to clarify our "roadmap to the future"....... we have all encountered so many forms of creative
conflict on these forums, at PA - bleeding over into this forum, too. Since supposedly this all is a learning experience, and most of us agree that the www is essential to our future thrival, if not our very
survival - and at the same time the www has been identified as a primary target for demolition by the raving demonic crew or less than 1%......

should we not learn from these kinds of conflicts?

First - (may I suggest) that it would not be contrary to any value of 'democracy' or egalitarianism for members of this forum to SELF POLICE. When the breeze starts to get turbulent, when the waves of
ego/emotion start to blow - and especially BLOW BACK, can we not all resolve to pursue personal issues, for example issues of integrity (did, or did not a person do thus and so) directly with the person
involved and preferably in person, in private - BECAUSE to bring those issues to the attention of all members AND THE PUBLIC prematurely without sufficient prior efforts to privately resolve
misunderstandings distorts whatever positive element may have motivated someone to raise the issues by making these things PUBLIC???!!

Have we forgotton what 'civility' is? 

Once the facts are determined - then that is the time, if at all, to air any actual transgressions in public.

There is no getting around the need for respect and mutual consideration. Even the relentless quest for TRUTH may end in disaster if the breathless search for confirmation of personal principles ends in the
destruction of mutual respect and trust among the whole group.

No principle is more important than that of mutual respect, love and consideration. This is true even in battle between honorable foes. And, IMO the only true cause for battle to the death is theft of
property and assets and invasion of one's lands and home. To the death battles fought over PRINCIPLES are the bloodiest of all, and are not resolvable on this plane. In fact, battles over principles are, by
their very nature, the most vicious, long-standing and irresolvable of human battles because they are, by their very nature ABSTRACT conflicts. Look at the ideological battles that plague us to this day -
and have for thousands of years.

We must find a better way to resolve conflict. First, attempt to resolve misunderstandings directly with the individual/individuals involved - then, examine the information to determine the facts. IF enough
facts are available, draw a conclusion. Take up redress of grievances directly with the individual/individuals involved. IF there is no redress of grievances, take it to a public forum for discussion and analysis.
IF no clear conclusion is reached after a reasonable period of public discussion, THEN weigh the consequences of continuing the debate without any sign of clear-cut resolution. IF the consequences are
primarily negative to the GROUP (for after all, the well-being of the group should outweigh any individual concern) then consider compromise or dropping the issue. ONLY if the issue involves invasion/theft of
land and assets or attacking and killing family members and tribe - should one consider going to war. Going to war based on principles and closely held personal beliefs alone are a prescription for disaster.

Pulling down the whole temple because one is personally enraged over a personal injury is called the "SAMSON EFFECT".... it is NOT an effective way to get to the bottom of the reasons for
misunderstandings between people, let alone resolve conflicts.

There must be another way. If not now - WHEN?

Last edited by Akhenaten; 9th February 2012 at 18:01.
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The Following 11 Users Say Thank You to Akhenaten For This Useful Post:

alienHunter (9th February 2012), Fred Steeves (9th February 2012), Going by (9th February 2012), InCiDeR (9th February 2012), Khaleesi (9th February 2012), lightblue (10th February 2012), Nazirite (9th February 2012),pillaroflight (9th
February 2012), Pintorider (9th February 2012), Ross (9th February 2012), sandy (10th February 2012)
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Join Date

Location

Posts

Status

Thanks

Thanked 2,432 Times in 826 Posts

May 9 2011

montreal

1,057

Offline

1,844

Going by

Prolific Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

Good point Akh. the problem arises when some members DO NOT WANT to discuss the problems in private justifying it with a thousand excuses (it concern everyone, I I I think everybody suffers from it, it is
for the forum that it is public, etc etc).

You are talking also about mutual respect, love and consideration. 100% for it here.

it made me think that we could self police IF there is agreement on values, some beliefs, and their definitions/applications. THese could be like guidelines.

We should do like we do when we want to have a team building exercice. Defining common balues, the way they apply, the beliefs they support and the behaviors that are supporting or negating. THese
serve as guidelines, then self policing as a group is much easier.

what do you all think about this? Some of us may have lead some teams on these paths and my be of help. All this could be done through Skype voice or chat (preferably voice, easier to manage). The
participants involved could be the usual forum active participants as to stream the input (otherwise this coujld be a mess) and later on the non usual suspect (forum non active) could be iinvited to
complete.

After this is done, we could design a step by step way to resolve conflicts and to mediate.

Just a thought.

My fees are 4,000 a day lol (joke). No those are not cents. lol
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The Following 3 Users Say Thank You to Going by For This Useful Post:

Nazirite (10th February 2012), sandy (10th February 2012), Unified Serenity (9th February 2012)
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Thanks

Thanked 934 Times in 345 Posts

Mar 10 2011

Southwest Norway

46

527

Offline

2,433

noxon

Senior Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

hello nexus .

After digesting , cooling off and doing other stuff
I have decided I should spend some hours here
today , since I might have caused some ripples
in the allready stormy pond , and somehow should 
see that through before I take a forum vacation ...

I notice that the "all nexus members part deux" thread
http://nexus.2012info.ca/forum/showt...bers-Part-Deux
is temporarily closed . It would be nice to have that open
since there probably are some issues to adress and lay to rest.
I have just skimmed some , but will read it when I log back in.
That will be in some hours , tonight , after doing something 
practical and having a walk outside .

be well

nm
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The Following 5 Users Say Thank You to noxon For This Useful Post:

Gardener (10th February 2012), InCiDeR (10th February 2012), Nazirite (10th February 2012), Ross (10th February 2012), sandy (10th February 2012)
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Join Date
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Thanks

Thanked 7,709 Times in 2,560 Posts

Mar 2 2011

3,524

Online

4,122

Céline

Senior Nexian 
Social Media Rep

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

i closed it ... because ppl were NOT backing down

Noxon... thank you for returning.

Your energy is needed here.

be well

This is my voice
There are many like it
but this one is mine

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature...&v=FHczVzGfyqQ
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